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SCHULTE ROTH & ZABEL AND ACTIVIST INSIGHT HOST SEMINAR: 
SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM IN THE UK 

 
London, 10 November 2015 — Schulte Roth & Zabel ("SRZ"), longtime counsel to influential activists, and 
Activist Insight, data-provider and publisher, are hosting a seminar on "Shareholder Activism in the UK" today 
in London. Experts will gather to discuss the challenges and opportunities facing investors and target companies 
in the United Kingdom and Europe. The event is by invitation only. 
 
Eleazer Klein, New York-based SRZ partner and co-chair of the firm's global Shareholder Activism Group, and 
UK-based corporate and funds partner Jim McNally will moderate panels covering "Current Developments in 
Shareholder Activism Across Europe" and "Institutional Investors and Activism." 
 
Marc Weingarten, co-chair of the firm's global Shareholder Activism Group, commented, "In the United 
Kingdom and Europe, underperforming companies are attracting attention from activist investors worldwide. Our 
event today speaks directly to that growing interest." Mr. Klein added, "Although activism is not mainstream in 
these markets, we expect it to continue to grow year-to-year as activists concentrate their efforts."  
 
Josh Black of Activist Insight will present data on current trends in activism. "We are pleased to be partnering 
with Schulte Roth & Zabel in hosting this event. There may be fewer activists in Europe than in the United 
States, but they can still create significant change in the pursuit of greater shareholder value," he said. Since 
2010, approximately one-third of campaigns at European companies have been led by activists with US 
headquarters, according to data collected by Activist Insight. 
 
The seminar also features industry leaders — including Ian Burger of Newton Investment Management, Felix 
Lo of Sandell Asset Management, David Trenchard of David Trenchard Consulting, Julia Wittenburg of 
CamberView Partners, Sheryl Cuisia of Boudicca Proxy Consultants, Nick Dawson of Proxy Insight Limited, 
Ed Gascoigne-Pees of Camarco and Sarah Wilson of Manifest. 
 
SRZ is renowned for its shareholder activism practice and according to a Reuters report, the firm has "come to 
dominate the activism market." In 2014, SRZ expanded its shareholder activism practice into the United 
Kingdom, where the firm has had a London office since 2002.  
 
"We are proud to present today's seminar, which features leading practitioners discussing the current state of 
market practice as well as the outlook for shareholder activism in the UK," commented Alan Waldenberg, chair 
of SRZ's Executive Committee. 
 
SRZ's Shareholder Activism Resource Center is updated regularly and includes SRZ attorney-authored articles, 
alerts on cases and emerging rules and regulations, practice highlights, and industry news and publications. To 
visit SRZ's Shareholder Activism Resource Center, click here. 
 
About Schulte Roth & Zabel 
Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP (www.srz.com) is a full-service law firm with offices in London, New York and 
Washington DC. As one of the leading law firms serving the financial services industry, the firm regularly advises 
clients on corporate and transactional matters, as well as providing counsel on regulatory, compliance, 

http://www.srz.com/Shareholder_Activism_Resource_Center/
http://www.srz.com/


 

 

enforcement and investigative issues. The firm's practices include: bank regulatory; bankruptcy & creditors' 
rights litigation; business reorganisation; complex commercial litigation; cybersecurity; distressed debt & claims 
trading; distressed investing; education law; employment & employee benefits; energy; environmental; finance; 
financial institutions; individual client services; insurance; intellectual property, sourcing & technology; 
investment management; litigation; mergers & acquisitions; PIPEs; private equity; real estate; real estate capital 
markets & REITs; real estate litigation; regulated funds; regulatory & compliance; securities & capital markets; 
securities enforcement; securities litigation; securitisation; shareholder activism; structured finance & derivatives; 
tax; and white collar defense & government investigations. 
 
About Activist Insight 
Since 2012, Activist Insight has provided its diverse range of clients with the most comprehensive information on 
activist investing worldwide. Regularly quoted in the financial press, Activist Insight is the trusted source for data 
in this ever-evolving space. Activist Insight offers two great products: Activist Insight Online and Activism 
Monthly Premium magazine, and counts many of the world's leading investment banks, law firms, shareholder 
communications firms and institutional investors as its clients. 
 

* * * 
 
Contacts: 
Schulte Roth & Zabel 
Sun Min 
sun.min@srz.com | +1 212.610.7539 
 
Group Gordon, Inc. 
Lana Gersten 
lgersten@groupgordon.com | +1 312.846.1655 
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